
Consumer confusion in health insurance is rampant. In the absence of true decision support, 
members often shop by price alone leading to a variety of challenges for carriers. Picwell 
changes that by helping your members select the health insurance products that best fit 
their needs and values. See how Picwell’s  technology platform drives value for carriers.

Picwell unlocks value for carriers 

Picwell is available for use in Commercial 
Group, Medicare or ACA environments. 

Our modern technology is easily integrated 
into direct-to-consumer, broker or call-center 
interfaces. 

Add our true decision support to your offerings 
and see how helping your members select 
plans better can help your business!  

Contact us at info@picwell.com

Reduced cost

Picwell decision support helps consumers select the most 
appropriate plan without becoming an expert on insurance.  
As a result, agents and call center representatives spend less 
time with each member.

BENEFIT: Lower call center costs

Drive comprehensive coverage

Picwell decision support directs people to more 
comprehensive coverage, leaving fewer people 
underinsured. Picwell recommendations evaluate several 
sources of value - including cost, risk protection, and 
provider networks - that members would miss if they 
picked plans based on cost alone. 

BENEFIT: Sell policies on more than price

Reduce competitive churn

Research shows that consumers who experienced 
“health spending shocks” are twice as likely to switch 
plans. Picwell’s sophisticated prediction algorithms and 
behavioral models substantially reduce your members’ 
exposure to high OOP costs that lead to switching. 

BENEFIT: Increase retention

Reduce financial frictions with providers

Providers’ yield rates are lower on care that is paid 
for OOP, and under low-cost, high-deductible plans, 
members are responsible for a larger share of their 
expenses. Picwell recommendations can reduce 
members’ OOP costs by more than $1,000, which can 
improve yields for providers.

BENEFIT: Reduce pricing pressures from providers

Add stability to enrollee mix

Picwell decision support promotes a better mix of 
enrollees within plan types. Cost-based shopping leads 
to more adverse selection, where low-cost members 
select high-deductible plans and high-cost people select 
comprehensive coverage. Picwell recommendations 
lead more low-cost members who value risk protection 
and broader networks to enroll in comprehensive plans. 
This promotes more cross subsidization and more stable 
enrollment within plan types.

BENEFIT: More consistency and predictability  
in book of business

Lowest Cost Picwell Recommendation
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